One of the most interesting real G-Structure of the first order is the real almost-product structure (ir^-structure ) defined by G.Legrande ( To this structure there is found a prolongation, in the sense, that there is defined a real G-structure of order 2, called almost product structure of order 2 (ir^-struct ure ), by means of a linear operator J satisfying the same relation 2 on the vector space Tx of the second order tangent vectors.
on V m with source xeV m and target 0. According to C.Ehresmpnn ([4] , [6] -425 - 
The equations (1.12) establishes also the left action of L 2 on the fibre P 2 .
m We consider the fibre bundle of all 2-frames of the mani- 
If J x is a linear operator on T x such that,
To this operator there corresponds the element F of the tensor product T 2 ® (T^)*,
symmetric with respect to j-,,j 0 » ^ ^ symmetric with 1 1 -429 - For convenience in calculation, from now on, we will keep using matrices.
Thus,the tensor F of the relation (2.2) can be represented by tne follov/ing matrix
From (2.1) and (2.3) one verifies easily the following equations, Conversely, let us assume that 'here is given on the manifold Vm, a tensor field on T^ of type (]) and of class C°° , which satisfies the equations (2.8). Then, to each point xeVm, the linear operator J^ on which is defined by the tensor P from the relations (2.3), has proper values 1 and -1. Let T1 (respectively Tg) the subspace of T^ derived from the proper 2-tangent vectors which corresponds to the proper p value 1 (respectively -1 
where j is ( [7] ) the structural group of the real almost product structure of order 1. Using matrices, k can be written by the matrix,
-432 - 
2
One can easily verify that with respect to an ir^-adapted basis the tensor F associated to the operator J can be represented by the matrix, With respect to an ^-connection, the absolute differential of the tensor F is zero.
B 0(V ) may be considered as a sub-bundle of the fibre jfd m R o bundle H (V ) of 2-frames that is of bases of vector spaces {^x}xeV (conclusion (1.2) ). An Jig-connection defines canonically a special affine connection of order 2 ( In order that a special affine connection of order 2 may be identified with an 2 ¡^-connection, it is necessary and sufficient that the absolute differential of the tensor F is zero with respect to this connection.
-435 - 8re closed vector 2-forms on E "(V ).
We call liv., k=1,2, the k-th characteristic form of ork der 1 and if , k=1,2, a = 1,2,... , the k-th characteristic c* p ' » from of order 2 of the fr^-connection Y. Proposition 5.1. The characteristic 2-forms o of order 1 (respectively of order 2) of all the Jr^-connections have the same cohomology class of degree 2 (characteristic p cohomology class of order 1 and of order 2 for the ^-structure).
The holonomy group of an JT^-connection on Vm is ( [9] )
2 R -V UiillO U UXUU Ull VM m subgroup of the structural group Lin n ^ of the fibre bundle R Conversely, let V^ be a differentiable manifold endowed with a special affine connection of order 2. Let us assume that x e V there exists a 2-frame z such that the holonomy Ul A A group ip of the connection at z is a subgroup of Lf_ .. x I n1, U21
Let us consider now, at the point x, the tensor whose compop nents with respect to the basis zx of is of the form (3.3). This tegsor is invariant under transformations by the ele- an JT^-structure is defined on Vm. Since the absolute differen-K m tial of this tensor field-is equal to zero by proposition 0 (4.2), the given connection may be identified with a JT^-connection. Proposition 6.1. A necessary and sufficient condition in order that a special affine connection in a ma-2 ' ? nifold Vm be an îfD-connection of an iri-structure is that the m K it ^ holonomy group', of the connection be a subgroup of Lf ..
